Project Name:
DVC Manhole Survey

Address:
321 Golf Club Road, Pleasant Hill, CA 994523

Job Number:
3920

Project Manager:
Steven Woodcock
PB 3.1
N
No Conduits
P-11
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W
PB 9-12

9-26-18
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PB 9-12
9-26-18

図自表S
MH 3

- 50% FULL 1-100pr Copper
- 10% FULL 1-100pr Copper
- 20% FULL 1-100pr Copper, 1-200pr Copper
- 30% FULL Copper wire, Control Wire
- 10% FULL Fiber, InnerDuct, 50% FULL 100pr, Copper(Comp.C), 20% FULL 1-100pr Copper, 20% FULL Fiber, Pull string, 50% FULL 1-300pr, 75% FULL Copper, Pull String
- 75% FULL Copper, Pull String, 20% FULL Fiber, Pull String
- 50% FULL Copper, 5% FULL Copper, 10% FULL Copper, 5% FULL Fiber, 10% FULL Copper
- 80% FULL "8"
- Copper 80% FULL

- Power Cables 10% FULL
- Fiber 40% FULL, 5% FULL Fiber, 20% FULL Copper Pull String
- 4" 4" 4" 4" 4"
- Fiber, InnerDuct, 75% FULL
- 3 Fiber InnerDuct, 75% FULL
- Fiber Pull String 10% FULL
- EMPTY
PB by 3.2
3.2 is an electric PB
PB Next To 3.2
N
Nothing
PB 3.4
7-25-15
MH 2-8

1. Power cables. 5% FULL
2. 1-MM 6-strand. 1-FIBER. 1-Coax. 1-FA cable. 70% FULL
3. 4-Power cables for Security. 5% FULL
4. Pull string.

W

2” 1-Power Cable. Pull String. 5% FULL
2” 1-FA cable, 5% FULL
2” 1-Coax. 5% FULL
4” EMPTY

E

1” 4-Power Cables for Security. Pull String. 30% FULL

S
MH 5.5

**N**
- 4" - 1-Coax, Pull String
- 4" - 1-MM strand, 1-Coax/Feeder
- 4" - Misc Wires
- 4" - Pull String
- 4" - SECURITY WIRE

**W**
- 1" - Copper, Pull String
- 1" - Misc. Wire
- 2" - Fiber

**E**
- 2" - Pull String
- 4" - 1-Fiber
- 4" - 1-Fiber
- 4" - 1-Fiber
- 2" - Security Wires

**S**
- 4" - 600pr
- 4" - 600pr
- 4" - 600pr
- 4" - 600pr
- 3" - 600pr
- 3" - 600pr
- 1" - 200pr
- 1" - 200pr
- 1" - Misc.Cable
PB 2

N

W

S

E

1 FIBER, 6 Misc Cables
Rpt
60% FULL

2"

2"

2 Filled Cables
5% FULL

1 FIBER
15% FULL

2"

2"

6 Cables
60% FULL
PB 5.3
S
MH 5

**N**
- 2-1/2" Innerducts w/FIBER 50% FULL
- 1-CORE Full String 100% FULL
- Misc wires 5% FULL

**W**
- 4" FIBER 100% FULL
- 2-100pr. 80% FULL
- 1-300pr. 60% FULL
- Rope EMPTY
- 4" 20% FULL
- 2" Innerducts w/FIBER 50% FULL

**E**
- 4" FIBERS 24-strand (CBF 01 TO BDF START-1604)
- 2-FIBERS 80% FULL
- Misc FIBER 15% FULL
- 1-400pr. 50% FULL
- 1-500pr. 1-FIBER 80% FULL

**S**
- 6" 3/4" Fiber & Misc wire 50% FULL
- 3 Innerducts w/FIBER & Misc wire 50% FULL
- 3-100pr. 50% FULL
- 1-300pr. 60% FULL
- 1-600pr. 80% FULL
- 1-FIBER 24-strand (CBF 01 TO BDF START-1604)
- 1-FIBER 24-strand (CBF 01 TO BDF START-1604)
- Misc wires 10% FULL
- 4" 95% FULL
- 4" 100% FULL
PB 3
THESE 2 KRYSTI BOXES ARE SIDE BY SIDE AND INTERCONNECTED.

FIBERS MM 24/strand (CBF M0 FL 1 to 60FS.1 M001-M024).
95% FULL

2-MM FIBER, 1-25pr.
25% FULL

25% FULL

20% FULL

1-25pr Copper. Misc wires.
15% FULL
MH 5-A

- 600 pair Feeder: 50% FULL to MH-7
- 2,200 pair Feeders: 40% FULL to MH-7
- 3 Fibers inside a Mesh: 20% FULL to MH-7

Copper
- 75% FULL to MH-7
- 3-1" Innerducts: 1 with Fiber, 1 with 2 security/Power cables, 1 Misc cable

Fiber
- 3-1" Innerducts: 1 with Fiber
- 1 with 2 security/Power cables
- 1 Misc cable
- 1 SM 24 Strand (CBFMDFL.1 to BDF5.1)

MH 5-A

- 600 pair Feeder: 75% FULL to MH-7
- 2,200 pair Feeders: 75% FULL to MH-7
- 3 Fibers inside a Mesh: 20% FULL to MH-7

Copper
- 75% FULL to MH-7
- 3-1" Innerducts: 1 with Fiber
- 1 with 2 security/Power cables
- 1 Misc cable

Fiber
- 1 SM 24 Strand (CBFMDFL.1 to BDF5.1)
PB 2-10

- 3" 4-FA cables, Rope 25% FULL
- 2" 12 Strand SM Fiber(CBF-SU.1-BDF-L.1) Rope 15% FULL
- 3" Abandoned Coax 25% FULL
- 2" 25pr. CBC-SU.1 PBX RM 01-25. Emily 15% FULL
- 1" 1-12 Strand Fiber(SM)(CBF-SU.1-BDF-L.1) 15% FULL

TO SU PDF
PBZ-10
Bottom E
PB2-10
Bottom W
10-10-18
MH 5B

- 1-1/4" Innerduct Fiber 24 strand (M) with 1-100pr. (CBC MH5 to MH7) 75% FULL to MH-5.1
- 1-1/4" Innerduct with 2-Security/Power Cables 75% FULL to MH-5A
- 3-200pr. 75% FULL to MH-5A
- 2-200pr. 40% FULL to MH-9
- 1-1/4" Innerduct (Empty)
- Misc. Cables in Mesh 25% FULL to MH-9
- 1-50pr. 50% FULL to MH-9
- 2-100pr. 40% FULL to MH-9
- 1-200pr. 60% FULL to MH-9
- 1-300pr. 60% FULL to MH-9
- 1-1/4" Innerduct with 2-Security Cables 75% FULL to MH-9
- 1-1/4" Innerduct Fiber 24 strand (M) with 1-100pr. (CBC MH5 to MH7)
MH 1

LID/TOP

1" Control Cable. 2-50pr Feeder. 4" Misc Cable. 25% FULL to E. T. IDF

1" Fiber. 1-Fiber MM12Strand. 1" Copper. 20% FULL to MH-7

1" Pull String. 2-50pr Feeder. 1" Misc Cable. 25% FULL to E. T. IDF

1" Security/Power Cables. 20% FULL. 1" Pull String.

5% FULL

1" Fiber. 1-Fiber MM12Strand. 1" Copper. 10% FULL

1" Control Cable. 2-50pr Feeder. 1" Misc Cable. 15% FULL

1" Copper. 10% FULL

1" Fiber. 1-Fiber MM12Strand. 1" Copper. 5% FULL

1" Pull String. 2-Power Cables. 20% FULL to MH-7

1" Security/Power Cables. 20% FULL. 1" Pull String.

5% FULL

1" Fiber. 1-Fiber MM12Strand. 1" Copper. 10% FULL

1" Control Cable. 2-50pr Feeder. 1" Misc Cable. 15% FULL

1" Copper. 10% FULL

1" Fiber. 1-Fiber MM12Strand. 1" Copper. 5% FULL

1" Pull String. 2-Power Cables. 20% FULL to MH-7

1" Security/Power Cables. 20% FULL. 1" Pull String.
MH 15-4

10-10-18
MH 15-4 10-10-18

S
MH 15-3

E
MH 2-2

LID/TOP

1-Fiber12Strand
(CBF-500-1.0DF-L 1,
SM-001-SM-012).
Pull String.
5% FULL

1-Fiber12Strand
(CBF-500-1.0DF-L 1,
SM-001-SM-012).
MH 15-2

10-4-18

W
PB 2-6 10-4-18

W
MH 9

1-600pr.
80% FULL
1-RG6. Abandoned.
1% FULL
Misc Cables. (abandoned: blue and black)
1-25pr. (abandoned: blue and black)
15% FULL
1-1"Innerduct wFiberSM12Strand.
1-75pr. (BE-MAT #10. 1-75pr. #14)
1-FiberSM12Strand (to MH-9)
1-Fiber.
2-FA cables.
80% FULL
1-600pr.
80% FULL
1-200pr.
30% FULL
2-FA Cables.
20% FULL
Rope. EMPTY
EMPTY
EMPTY
Power Cables (#4. Abandoned)
50% FULL
2-Power/Security Cables.
75% FULL
1-100pr. Feeder.
10% FULL
3-1"Innerducts.
75% FULL
2-100pr. Feeder.
15% FULL
3-1"Innerducts. 1w2-Security/Power Cables. 1w25pr (not terminated)
1wMule Tape (empty)
50% FULL
3-1"Innerducts.
2-Power/Security Cables.
75% FULL
1"Innerduct. 2w2-Fiber. All inside Mesh
25% FULL
1-600pr Feeder.
70% FULL
1-100pr Feeder.
10% FULL
3-1"Innerducts.
75% FULL
2-Power/Security Cables.
80% FULL
1-100pr Feeder.
50% FULL
1-100pr Feeder.
10% FULL
3-1"Innerducts.
75% FULL
2-Power/Security Cables.
80% FULL
1-100pr Feeder.
50% FULL
1-100pr Feeder.
10% FULL
3-1"Innerducts.
75% FULL
2-Power/Security Cables.
80% FULL
1-100pr Feeder.
50% FULL
1-100pr Feeder.
10% FULL
3-1"Innerducts.
75% FULL
2-Power/Security Cables.
80% FULL
1-100pr Feeder.
50% FULL
1-100pr Feeder.
10% FULL
3-1"Innerducts.
To Splice Box Above Ground (Pr 9, 16, 26).
Fiber and Security Cables.
Pull String.
90% FULL

PB 9-2

Fiber and Security Cables.
Pull String.
30% FULL

1-Power/Security Cable.
2-Controll Wires.
1-Strand Fiber (6SM and 6MM labeled #24).
Rope.
80% FULL
MH 9-2  10-5-18
FULL OF WATER